Abstract Large-eddy simulation (LES) is compared with experiment and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS), and LES is shown to be superior to RANS in reproducing corner separation in the LMFA-NACA65 linear compressor cascade, in terms of surface limiting streamlines, blade pressure coefficient, total pressure losses and blade suction side boundary layer profiles. However, LES is too expensive to conduct an influencing parameter study of the corner separation. RANS approach, despite over-predicting the corner separation, gives reasonable descriptions of the corner separated flow, and is thus selected to conduct a parametric study in this paper. Two kinds of influencing parameters on corner separation, numerical and physical parameters, are analyzed and discussed: second order spatial scheme is necessary for a RANS simulation; incidence angle and inflow boundary layer thickness are found to show the most significant influences on the corner separation among the parameters studied; unsteady RANS with the imposed inflow unsteadiness (inflow angle varying sinusoidally with fluctuating amplitude of 0.92°) does not show any non-linear effect on the corner separation.
Introduction
For the economic and ecological purpose, researchers work at reducing the weight of turbomachines in aircrafts. This leads to an increase of compression ratio per compressor stage, and thus of the blade loading. However, the rise of the blade loading results in the strengthening of three-dimensional phenomena, e.g., corner separations, clearance flows, shock waves and other secondary flows, which highly restrict the efficiency and stability of compressor. 1, 2 The corner separation has great effect on compressor performance, such as passage blockage, limiting on static pressure rise, total pressure loss, and eventually stall and surge especially for highly loaded compressor. Hence, recently the flow mechanism and flow control for corner separation have been investigated by many researchers using experiment [3] [4] [5] and computational fluid dynamics. [6] [7] [8] Associated with high pressure gradients and boundary layer separations, corner separation is quite difficult to reproduce with a conventional Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach. 9, 10 Large-eddy simulation (LES) and hybrid RANS/ LES have proven to be capable of simulating turbomachinery flows, 9, [11] [12] [13] and are found to be superior to RANS in simulating the corner separation. Nevertheless, LES is still too expensive to investigate the influencing parameters of the corner separation.
In the present work, both LES and RANS are used to study the corner separation and compared with the experimental results. RANS, despite over-estimating the extent and intensity of the corner separation, can give a reasonable prediction, and is an alternative to conduct the influencing parameter study. In this study, two kinds of influencing parameters on corner separation, numerical and physical parameters, are analyzed and discussed based on RANS approach.
Review of influencing parameters on corner separation
Corner separation has been investigated by many researchers, and so do its influencing parameters. Some known influencing parameters are loading, inflow boundary layer, free-stream turbulence intensity, clearance flow, Reynolds number, Mach number, rotating effect, surface roughness and real blade geometry. A literature review of these parameters is listed in Table 1 .
Experimental and numerical configuration

Experimental configuration
The experiments have been made in the LMFA-NACA65 linear compressor cascade wind tunnel. 36, 37 A schematic of the test section and the blade geometry is drawn in Fig. 1 . Thirteen NACA65 blades are installed to ensure the periodicity in the middle passage. The free stream velocity is set to 40 m/s, yielding a chord-based Reynolds number Re c = 3.82 Â 10. 5 In order to force the boundary layers as turbulent on the blade surface (as expected in real compressors), two pieces of sandpaper are pasted near the blade leading edge on both the pressure and suction sides. In this paper, particular attention is paid to the incidence angle 4°, considered as a reference, where a three-dimensional corner separation has been clearly observed. More information about the compressor cascade and experimental details could be found in Ref. 36 .
Numerical setup
Two different solvers have been used to conduct the numerical studies: an in-house code Turb'Flow developed in the LMFA, 12, 38 and a commercial solver ANSYS FLUENT. Increasing the blade loading, a corner separation developed into a full-span separation on the rotor. In the second-stage stator, increasing the blade loading resulted in a dramatic growth of the stator corner separation, and the blockage due to the corner separation reached nearly 40% with an extension of nearly 70% of the span [16] [17] [18] [19] The same trends were observed: increasing compressor loading generally increases the spread and the intensity of corner separation
Inflow boundary layer 20, 21
The size of corner separation and the losses increase when the incoming boundary layer is thickened 20
Through RANS simulations with mixing length model, Gbadebo presumed that increasing the turbulence level within the thickened inlet boundary layer brought high momentum fluid from the freestream into the boundary layer, thus suppressing the further growth of separation, and the extra losses were generated by the turbulent mixing within the boundary layer 22 It is observed that the size of the corner separation decreases when the incoming boundary layer skewness increases
Free-stream turbulence intensity
16, 23
The high turbulence intensity suppressed the laminar-turbulent transition bubble on the blade suction side. The massive corner separation and the losses near the hub significantly decreased, mostly owing to the wakes-induced transition at the blade leading edge which suppressed the transition bubble 24
When turbulence intensity increased, the laminar-turbulent transition bubble was removed, and the bypass transition became dominant. At the same time, the transition location moved upstream. The authors of the present paper observed in the figures of Ref. 24 that the upstream movement of the laminar-turbulent transition can reduce the corner separation and the losses Clearance flow 25 The stator corner separation was significantly reduced by a hub clearance (the hub is not rotating), because the high momentum leakage flow through the gap from the pressure side to the suction side re-energized the low-momentum flow on the suction side and thus decreased corner separation 18 A stator hub clearance provides great impact on the corner separation, and the losses. It helps increase the flow turning and decrease the diffusion factor near the hub, therefore leading to a reduction of the corner separation 26 With a small clearance of about 0.2% of chord length, the losses were predicted to be the highest, which could be also associated to the increase of the critical points. When the clearance is increased to about 0.58%, which is comparable to the displacement thickness of the inlet boundary layer, the losses are significantly reduced, and the critical points as well as the horseshoe vortex are found to disappear. As the clearance is increased well beyond 0.58%, a strong tip-leakage vortex is formed, which prevents the end-wall low momentum fluid from interacting with the blade suction surface and thereby inhibits the corner separation
Reynolds number 27 Within a range of Reynolds number from 50,000 to 200,000, there is no significant effect of Reynolds number on the cascade performance for fully separated configurations. Above a critical Reynolds number in the neighborhood of 200,000, the losses and the flow deflection (i.e., the cascade performance) are constant for a cascade that is not separated 28 The losses are insensitive to the Reynolds number for the smoothing blades, while for the rough blades, the losses increase when the Reynolds number is augmented
Mach number 29
In a numerical study on a stator row of a high loading core compressor with a subsonic design inlet Mach number distribution around 0.72, a corner separation was formed close to the leading edge at high attack angle due to the shock that follows the leading edge local acceleration zone. When the inlet Mach number was reduced, the exit losses were reduced, and the leading edge corner separation was eliminated as well 30 A violent corner separation induced by a strong 3D shock system was identified experimentally and numerically in a compressor cascade at an inlet Mach number of 1.09 and a Reynolds number of 1.9 Â 10 6
Rotating effect 14 Under low rotating speed condition, low total pressure fluid accumulates at blade-hub corner due to the passage vortex, which leads to a big corner separation. However, under high rotating speed condition, a large spanwise redistribution of fluid occurs, and low energy fluid is centrifuged radially outward, which results in a smaller corner separation Surface roughness 31 The blade roughness induces an earlier laminar-turbulent transition, as well as a considerable frictional drag into the flow, which leads to the premature thickened boundary layer on the blade suction side. This thickened boundary layer encounters the passage adverse pressure gradient, and finally leads to the increase of the corner separation and the losses 28 The decrease of the compressor cascade performance depends mostly on the blade suction surface roughness. For Reynolds number above 500,000, increasing the blade roughness will further increase losses and blockage
The reason is that only two k-x turbulence models are currently available in Turb'Flow, and ANSYS FLUENT is thereby used as a complement to provide more results with other turbulence models.
A large-eddy simulation, 39 consisting of 3 Â 10 8 grid points (the grid size is Dx + 6 60, Dy + 6 1 and Dz + 6 30), has been carried out with Turb'Flow. A flat plate simulation was running with the simulation of the compressor cascade domain, in order to feed the inflow condition of the latter. The approach is depicted in Fig. 2 . The blade surface sandpaper used in the experiment is reproduced by removing some grid points at the same position. A 4-point Jameson centered spatial scheme with an artificial viscosity coefficient 40, 41 of 0.002 is implemented for the inviscid fluxes interpolation, while the viscous fluxes are discretized by a two-point centered scheme. A three-step Runge-Kutta scheme is used for temporal discretization with a fixed time step of 2.5 Â 10 À8 s, corresponding to a Courant number (Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition) of 0.95. Finally, the shear-improved Smagorinsky model (SISM) 42 is utilized to represent the subgrid-scale motions.
Similar configurations are applied to the RANS simulations with Turb'Flow, where the grid-point number is reduced to about 2.8 Â 10
6
. The near wall grid size is Dy + = 1. Two available turbulence models are tested: the Wilcox k-x model 43 and the Kok k-x model. 44 To complement the RANS results with different turbulence models, and to assess the sensitivity to the numerical solver, ANSYS FLUENT is used to carry out two simulations with the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model 45 and the differential Reynolds stress model (DRSM). 46 The mesh used in these two simulations consists of 1.6Â10 6 grid points, and the grid size Dy + is set to 1. A standard scheme is applied to the pressure term discretization, while second order upwind schemes are used for modified turbulent viscosity and energy term interpolation. Another two FLUENT RANS simulations on the same mesh are conducted with two spatial interpolation schemes of two different scheme Corner separation and its corresponding losses are very sensitive to the turbulent transition process between 5% and 30% span near the leading edge. Blade geometric changes which cause suction surface transition to move toward the leading edge in this region will result in a large growth of the corner separation and its impact on losses Fig. 1 Schematic of experimental test section and blade geometry. orders to check the influence of the spatial scheme order on corner separation. More details about the computational settings involved in this paper are listed in Table 2 .
Influencing parameters of corner separation
The influencing parameters of the corner separation are classified into two categories: 1) numerical parameters, which concern the numerical resolution, such as turbulence model, numerical scheme and boundary condition type; 2) physical parameters, e.g., incidence angle, inflow turbulent kinetic energy, inflow perturbations and inflow boundary layer thickness.
Before the investigation on the influencing parameters of the corner separation, a subsection on the mean aerodynamics comparison will be firstly presented. In this subsection, results are compared among the experiment, LES and RANS in order to make a sense on the capacity of the different numerical methods and turbulence models for predicting the corner separation in the reference configuration (incidence angle: 4°). Comparisons are made on the wall static pressure coefficient and the total pressure losses, which are good indicators of the separation. Surface flow visualizations and blade suction side boundary layer profiles are also presented for the experiment, LES and reference RANS in order to emphasize the computational accuracy. Apparently, the influence of turbulence model will also be included in this part. It will be followed by a small synthesis. Then, the other influencing parameters will be discussed.
Mean aerodynamics comparison (influence of turbulence model)
Surface flow visualizations are usually used to qualitatively identify the corner separation that occurs in compressor cascades. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the LES and reference RANS surface limiting streamlines are compared with the experimental oil visualization, on both the endwall and blade suction surface. On the endwall, a good qualitative agreement is achieved among the experiment, LES and RANS, in terms of the reverse flow structure and the singular points. LES gives better prediction on the outset of the endwall separation line, which occurs around 50% axial chord position on the blade suction side. A second pair of flow visualizations shows on the blade suction surface. It should be noticed that an excellent symmetry has been achieved in the experiment. Recirculation regions are observed among experiment, LES and RANS near the trailing edge of the blade suction sides beside the endwalls. Again, RANS shows a larger reverse flow area, but qualitatively agrees with the experiment and LES.
The mean static pressure coefficient C p = (P À P 1 )/ (P t,1 À P 1 ) is a key parameter to determine the compressor cascade performance. The area enclosed by the static pressure coefficient on the pressure and suction sides represents the blade loading. A comparison among the experimental, LES and RANS results is shown in Fig. 4 . The left figure shows the static pressure coefficient at midspan, while the distribution close to the endwall is plotted on the right figure. At midspan (in Fig. 4(a) ), both LES and RANS match with the experimental data. The numerical oscillations, which appear near the It is observed that the earlier the corner separation occurs, the lower the blade loading is. A second key indicator of the compressor cascade performance is the total pressure loss coefficient C p t = (P t,1 À P t )/ (P t,1 À P 1 ). Contour maps of the total pressure loss coefficient are compared in Fig. 5 . The losses are associated with the blade wake (around y/s = 1) and the corner separation wake (below z/h = 0.2). LES is found quite powerful to predict both the strength and extent of the losses, while RANS models fail in reproducing the experimental total pressure losses. Among the RANS results, the SA model is seen to predict the highest losses, and it is consistent with the early separation observed on the static pressure coefficient C p . The total pressure losses are then weighted averaged by mass flow along the pitchwise direction (C Ã p t ), and comparison is plotted in Fig. 6 . A very good agreement is observed between the LES and the experiment. In contrast, the RANS models over-estimate the losses downstream of the corner separation. This is consistent with the over-prediction of the separation observed through C p . A good prediction of the blade wake losses is obtained by the RANS models. Among the RANS models, the DRSM model gives the best prediction on C Ã p t . Further, the boundary layer profiles along blade suction side are compared among the experiment, LES and reference RANS. The measurement stations are depicted in Fig. 7 . The velocity vectors V on those measurement stations are presented in tangential velocity components u s and wall normal velocity components u n , and the velocity decomposition method is drawn in Fig. 7 as well. The velocity profiles at two different blade span positions, z/h = 48.6% and z/ h = 2.7%, are discussed here, and they are plotted in Fig. 8 . Excellent agreements are observed in Fig. 8(a) and (b) at z/ h = 48.6% for both u s and u n . At z/h = 2.7%, LES results agree with the available PIV measurements. RANS predicts an earlier separation outset: the first negative u s values appear on the measurement station s * = 0.41. The separation outset predicted by LES is observed on the measurement station s * = 0.80. Although RANS predicts an earlier separation outset, it shows similar velocity profiles to LES on the last two measurement stations within the separation region. This builds confidence in using RANS for further parametric investigations.
Synthesis
The comparison among the experiment, LES and RANS is concluded as follows: 1) regarding the surface flow visualizations, both LES and RANS qualitatively match the experiment; 2) a good prediction of the static pressure coefficient and the total pressure losses is obtained by LES throughout the half span; 3) RANS predicts an earlier separation outset but shows similar velocity profiles on the measurement stations close to the blade trailing edge. Among the four RANS models, the DRSM works better than the others. Finally, the largest corner separation is given by the SA model.
Although LES gives the best prediction of the corner separation, it is still too expensive to conduct the influencing parameter studies. RANS over-predicts the corner separation, but gives qualitatively reasonable trends. Along with the analysis about incidence angle effect in Section 4.4.1, the results in this section heighten confidence in using RANS approach to continue the parametric studies in the following sections.
Numerical parameters 4.3.1. Spatial interpolation scheme
It is interesting to study if the spatial scheme influences the prediction of the corner separation. Four different upwind spatial LMFA-NACA65 linear compressor cascadeschemes are studied in comparison with the four-point centered scheme and artificial viscosity (Jameson 33 ) chosen as reference in this work. These four upwind schemes are Roe scheme, 47 AUSM scheme, 48 AUSM + -up scheme 49 and simple low-dissipation AUSM scheme (SLAU). 50 Besides, in order to bring some insights into the influence of the spatial scheme order, a 1st-order upwind scheme and a 3rd-order monotone upwind scheme for conservation laws (MUSCL) scheme are also compared with a 2nd-order upwind scheme (as reference), using FLUENT with DRSM model.
The comparison of the static pressure coefficient on the blade is drawn in Fig. 9 . The results of the first five different spatial schemes are strictly superimposed. In Fig. 10 , the total pressure loss coefficient C p t contours are illustrated on a plane downstream of the compressor cascade. Their pitchwise-massaveraged values C Ã p t are plotted in Fig. 11 . Again, it shows no discrepancy for the first five different spatial schemes. In the present RANS simulation, the corner separation is insensitive to these first five spatial interpolation schemes. Moreover, it is believed that the spatial scheme is not the cause of the overpredicting of the corner separation.
The last three spatial schemes are compared using FLU-ENT with DRSM model. Differences between them and the first five spatial schemes may be due to the different solvers and different RANS models. At midspan, as plotted in Fig. 9 , the C p lines of the DRSM results are overlapping, suggesting that all of the three orders of spatial scheme are able to capture the flow physics. However, some discrepancies appear close to the endwall on the suction side (see Fig. 9(b) ) from x/ c a = 0.4 to the trailing edge. The results of 2nd-order and 3rd-order schemes are superimposed, differing from the 1st-order scheme. It means that in this case, the 1st-order scheme is insufficient, while the 3rd-order scheme is lavish as it uses more resources and provides the same results compared with the 2nd-order scheme. The same conclusion can be drawn through the total pressure loss comparison. The total pressure loss coefficient contours are shown in Fig. 10 . The 1st-order scheme's Fig. 6 Pitchwise-mass-averaged total pressure loss coefficient. results are observed different from the 2nd-order and 3rd-order ones. The mixing process is slower for the 1st-order scheme, which shows a gradual gradient across the high loss region. The plot of C Ã p t of the last three spatial schemes is depicted in Fig. 11 , and the 1st-order scheme is found to differ from others throughout the spanwise direction.
Artificial viscosity of centered spatial scheme
When a centered spatial scheme is used to simulate a flow for the convection terms of each governing equation, it is necessary to employ an artificial viscosity to stabilize the calculation. The definition of the numerical dissipative flux F j d , at the face indexed j À 0.5 for a conservative quantity q, can be found in Ref. 41 :
where e 4 is the 4th-order artificial viscosity coefficient, while V, u, a, c s and j are the cell volume, velocity vector, contravariant vector, speed of sound and index of grid, respectively. Smati 51 suggests to set e 4 between 0.01 and 0.15 for a RANS simulation. Nevertheless, it is desirable to know how the artificial viscosity influences the simulation of the corner separation. Two simulations, with e 4 = 0.02 (reference) and 0.01, are carried out to investigate the influence of the Fig. 9 Influence of spatial interpolation scheme on C p . Fig. 10 Influence of spatial interpolation scheme on C p t .
LMFA-NACA65 linear compressor cascadeartificial viscosity on the description of the corner separation. The comparison of C p , C p t and C Ã p t is shown in Figs. 12 and 13 . No discrepancy can be seen between the ''RANS reference" case and the ''viscosity 0.01" case. Within the present range of values of e 4 , there is no sensitivity to the artificial viscosity.
Outlet boundary condition
Outlets need to be carefully treated in numerical simulations because the outlet boundary condition controls the confinement of the waves. Moreover, if the outlet region is not long enough, it may impact the mixing process. In the present study, the computational domain extends over 2c downstream of the blade trailing edge, and the mesh is stretched near the outlet plane. Two outlet boundary conditions are tested here: one is a standard pressure outlet condition; the other is the pressure outlet condition mixed with a non-reflection outlet condition, which allows a partial evacuation of the waves out of the computational domain. The comparison between these two outlet boundary conditions is available in Figs. 12 and 13 . No difference is observed between the results. This implies that there is no spurious confinement effect in the simulations, since it would be influenced by the change of the outlet condition.
Physical parameters 4.4.1. Incidence angle
Incidence angle is an important physical parameter of corner separation. Numerical results for five incidence angles are investigated in comparison with the experimental results. The static pressure coefficient around the blade, at midspan and near the endwall is plotted in Fig. 14 . The evolution of the static pressure coefficient at midspan is fairly predicted by RANS. As proposed by Ma, 52 a characteristic point is identified on the blade suction side near the leading edge, denoted by B in Fig. 14(a) at x/c a = 0.2. C p at this point never varies whatever the incidence angle changes. Upstream of the point B, C p decreases with the incidence angle, while C p increases with the incidence angle downstream of this point. The location of B is fairly well identified by RANS. These good results at midspan suggest that the incidence angle in the experiment, which is rather difficult to precisely evaluate, is indeed the same as that in the simulations. The distribution of C p near the endwall is shown in Fig. 14(b) . When the incidence angle increases, the outset of the constant C p region on the blade suction side moves upstream, suggesting an earlier outset of the corner separation. The extent of the separation region is thus increased by augmenting the incidence angle. The characteristic point B is again identified on the blade suction side; however discrepancies appear between the experimental and RANS results. The RANS characteristic point B RANS is located at about x/c a = 0.06, upstream of the experimental characteristic point B Exp. at x/c a = 0.14. A relatively good agreement is achieved in the endwall region between the RANS and the experiment at i = 2°. When the incidence angle increases, RANS over-predicts the corner separation, which seems to push B RANS upstream.
The blade lift coefficient C L (expressed in Eq. (2)) is presented against the incidence angle i in Fig. 15 . It is clearly observed that C L increases with the incidence angle from i = À2°until i = 4°. From i = 4°to i = 6°, C L decreases due to the large corner separation. The lift is globally underestimated by RANS, which is relevant to the over-prediction of the corner separation. However, the evolution with the incidence angle is well described. Fig. 11 Influence of spatial interpolation scheme on C Ã p t . Fig. 12 Influences of artificial viscosity and outlet boundary condition on C p .
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This study has been carried out with both the experimental and RANS results. It appears that RANS over-estimates the size of the corner separation, but reproduces right trends of the lift coefficient. This gives confidence to use RANS for further physical parameter studies, for which experimental results might not be available.
The total pressure loss coefficient contours are compared in Fig. 16 for the five incidence angles. A gradual increase of high loss region is observed with the rise of incidence angle. The most significant change is found at the position downstream of the corner separation, while the blade wake losses close to the midspan only have minor variation. It means that the increase of total pressure losses with incidence angle is mostly due to the formation and growth of the corner separation.
To further investigate the influence of incidence angle on corner separation, blade suction boundary layer profiles u s are plotted in Fig. 17 at midspan (z/h = 48.6%) and close to the endwall (z/h = 2.7%). The measurement stations and velocity decomposition method are illustrated in Fig. 7 . At midspan, the velocity profiles have a slight change with incidence angle, which results in the slight variation of the blade wake losses observed in Fig. 16 . Significant change of the tangential velocity profiles is observed in Fig. 17(b) close to the end-wall. On the first measurement station s * = 0.21, none of the boundary layers separates. At s * = 0.31, the boundary layer under the operating condition with an incidence angle LMFA-NACA65 linear compressor cascade6°shows negative velocity values, implying that the boundary layer is separate. With the rise of incidence angle, suction side boundary layer separates gradually: i = 4°at s * = 0.41; i = 2°a t s * = 0.5; i = 0°at s * = 0.6; at s * = 0.7, all of the cases studied are separate. This also explains the reason why significant increases of total pressure losses are dominated by corner separation rather than the incidence angle itself.
Inflow TKE level
In the present work, the inflow boundary layer profile is extracted from a flat plate simulation, and the inlet condition of this flat plate simulation is a uniform velocity profile with the same free-stream TKE as in the experiment. Therefore, the extracted velocity profile is coherent with the TKE profile. In this part, the TKE profile is set to be twice its initial value to investigate its influence. The comparisons of C p , C p t and C Ã p t are shown in Figs. 18 and 19 . No visible discrepancy could be found in the figures, which means that the corner separation in this study is insensitive to a doubling of the inflow TKE.
Inflow fluctuations
Inflow angle fluctuations are generally found in real compressors, since they can be generated by both rotor wakes and inflow instabilities. In recent years, unsteady RANS (URANS) Fig. 16 Influence of incidence angle on C p t . method is found to improve the numerical solutions in simulating turbomachinery flows, compared with steady RANS approach. [53] [54] [55] Thus, the idea is to investigate the sensitivity of the corner separation to realistic inflow perturbations in URANS solutions. Perturbations are imposed on the inlet plane by varying the inflow angle. The inflow angle in the x-y plane varies sinusoidally when a constant mass flow rate is assumed. The fluctuating amplitude is prescribed as Di = arctan(2Tu) = 0.92°, and the frequency: f = U 1 / h = 108 Hz, where Tu is the free-stream turbulence intensity measured at inflow. A constant global time step 3 Â 10 À8 s was used for the URANS simulation, corresponding to a Courant number of 1 for the minimum grid cell. The averaged static pressure coefficient C p , total pressure loss coefficient contours C p t and the pitchwise-mass-averaged total pressure loss coefficient C 
Inflow boundary layer thickness
Herein, the influence of the inflow boundary layer thickness is investigated with three different values: 0d 1,1 , 1.0d 1,1 and 1.5d 1,1 , where d 1,1 is the measured value. The different displacement thicknesses of the inflow boundary layer and the corresponding velocity profiles used in this study are obtained by adjusting the axial length of the boundary layer simulation. The free-stream velocities are different for the three cases because an identical mass flow rate is imposed on the inlet plane.
The comparisons of C p at midspan and close to the endwall are shown in Fig. 20 . At midspan, C p decreases a bit with increase of d 1 . Close to the endwall, thickening the inflow d 1 again decreases the static pressure on the blade pressure side. On the suction side, the thickened inflow d 1 pushes the outset of the corner separation upstream. The lowest blade loading is found in the case with the thickest inflow boundary layer. This observation may help to understand the phenomenon that occurs at midspan. The stronger corner separation pushes the flow toward the midspan, increases the velocity outside the boundary layers, and therefore reduces the static pressure, according to Bernoulli's principle.
The comparison of C p t is plotted in Fig. 21 . No difference is observed between the simulations from z/h = 0.25 to z/h = 0.5, where the blade weak losses dominate C Ã p t . Close to the endwall, the results are different: the case with the uniform inflow (no boundary layer) creates little losses on the endwall and reduces as well the high loss region extent. The largest losses are found in the case with 1.5d 1,1 . The corner separation is found sensitive to the inflow boundary layer thickness, which should be taken into account when a compressor is designed. The pitchwise-mass-averaged total pressure loss coefficient C Ã p t is plotted in Fig. 21(d) . For the case with uniform inflow, a vertical increase of C Ã p t is observed from z/h = 0.03 to z/h = 0.12. This part has smaller losses than the reference case, and the losses indicated by the area enclosed by the solid and dashed lines are due to the contribution of the inflow boundary layer. A global mass-averaged total pressure loss coefficient is introduced in Eq. (3) to evaluate the contribution of inflow boundary layer to the total pressure losses. C p t;global of the three cases are listed in Table 3 . It is shown that 32.5% of the total pressure losses in the reference case come from the contribution of the inflow boundary layer. A comparison of the tangential velocity profiles u s is plotted in Fig. 22 in the corner separation region (z/h = 8.1%). Differences are clearly observed. Compared to the reference case with 1.0d 1,1 (separates at s * = 0.6), the case without inflow boundary layer separates later at s * = 0.7. The case with 1.5d 1,1 may separate slightly earlier than the reference case.
Finally the boundary layer profiles become more similar on the last measurement station before leaving the blade trailing edge. It implies that the thickened inflow boundary layer can push upstream the outset of suction side boundary layer separation, and the rear part of the corner separation is less sensitive to the inflow boundary layer thickness.
Conclusions
(1) LES is shown superior to the RANS method (with SA, Wilcox k-x, Kok k-x and DRSM models) in reproducing the corner separation observed on the LMFA-NACA65 linear compressor cascade configuration, in Fig. 21 Influence of inflow boundary layer thickness on C p t and C Ã p t . Fig. 22 Tangential velocity profiles u s /U 1 at z/h=8.1% (close to endwall).
terms of surface flow visualization, mean static pressure coefficient, mean total pressure losses and blade suction side boundary layer profiles. (2) RANS over-estimates the corner separation, but gives reasonable trends in the affordable computational resource consumption (compared with LES), which allows the investigation on the parameters controlling the corner separation. (3) Concerning the numerical parameters, the corner separation is found to be insensitive to some spatial interpolation schemes, and to the artificial viscosity (within a reasonable range). Besides, the 1st-order spatial scheme is shown insufficient to capture the corner separation, while the 2nd-order scheme is enough compared with the 3rd-order one. The RANS turbulence modeling is considered as being mainly responsible for the misprediction of the corner separation. Among the commonly used RANS models, DRSM model gives the best prediction of the corner separation. (4) Regarding the physical parameters, the incidence angle is shown to increase the corner separation as expected.
The mean results of the corner separation appear to be insensitive to the increase of the inflow TKE (twice the original value) and the prescribed inflow perturbations by URANS. More interestingly, the boundary layer thickness is also observed to increase the separation, which should be taken into account during the design of a compressor. The mechanisms that how the parameters affect the corner separation are also discussed through blade suction side boundary layer evolution.
